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Abstract. Marketplace systems for delivery food retain valuable sensi-
tive data besides charging high fees for each order. On the other hand,
Blockchain has being adopted as a distributed database to reduce costs
and remove intermediary actors. We have developed FoodChain that is
a blockchain based system, decentralizes the food delivery solution and
keeps data in public ledgers by ensuring the privacy of sensitive data.
Thus, customers, restaurants and couriers can verify and track their
sensitive data that are stored in the blockchain. The interactions that
occur directly between the involved actors are tracked by smart contracts,
which in turn, may contain rules and conditions about the order delivery
agreement. Moreover, all sensitive data is encrypted before being sent to
the blockchain and can be decrypted using asymmetric encryption. The
proposed demo presents the following FoodChain features: smart con-
tracts running on Fantom testnet blockchain, an API to connect with a
public database and three web-based decentralized applications (DApp).
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1 Introduction

Since 2012, several marketplace platforms (Grubhub, UberEats, Rappi, iFood)
have emerged to solve the food delivery problem, offering multiple menus from
different restaurants in one place [1]. In addition to enabling the customer to
compare and choose the order in a single place, all these orders can be delivered to
the customer through autonomous couriers who aim at carrying out a delivery in
areas close to him/her. These new platforms changed the traditional way of food
delivery made by restaurants, which used to be made directly between customer
and restaurant, via telephone or internet, and the restaurant was in charge of
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delivering the orders, or customers came to the restaurant’s address to pick
his/her order up. Customers connect with several restaurants simultaneously by
using these platforms, which are responsible for providing restaurants with a
greater visibility and giving a wide variety of options to customers.

The visibility caused by the adoption of marketplace systems enables restau-
rants to go beyond physical boundaries, reaching potential customers who have
never visited their addresses. Also, customers can get to know the restaurants,
see the restaurants menus and compare prices of restaurants that, occasionally,
they have never visited before [4]. Despite intermediating each transaction made
by users, these food delivery platforms may charge commissions from 5% to 25%
of the order value for intermediating commercial transactions [2]. Another factor
of great concern is that these platforms have been keeping all the information
related to the orders, including customers’ preferences and addresses, giving the
companies that own these platforms the chance of earning even more money
from customers and restaurants sensitive data.

To eliminate the intermediary actor by maintaining the privacy of those
involved and eliminating costs and decentralizing data, this article presents a
marketplace platform based on smart contracts hosted on a blockchain. The
proposed platform, called FoodChain, enables customers to place orders directly
to restaurants, by creating smart contracts that will be responsible for managing
the agreement made between the parties. Once the order is placed, it becomes
available for couriers to show their interest in the delivery.

A related work of ours is Bistroo.io [3] that is a marketplace system based
on blockchain. Bistroo.io charges a commission fee of 5% for each order price;
the order data is stored by Bistroo.io on a centralized database and Bistro.io
rewards users that share their consumption and order data. The main differential
of FoodChain is to build a decentralized system that guarantees the data privacy
for the users while storing sensitive data in a public ledger. This demo article
is designed to show how FoodChain connects the actors involved in the food
delivery chain, using a decentralized and autonomous solution by maintaining
the privacy of sensitive data through the use of smart contracts.

2 The FoodChain Scenario and Features

The FoodChain’s scenario involves three actors: establishments, couriers and
customers. The customer accesses the system, chooses one of the available estab-
lishments, and selects the wanted products. Then, the restaurant must accept the
order and begin the dish preparation, while the courier must accept the delivery.
Once the restaurant finishes the order, it must delivery it to the courier, who
will receive and take it to the customer’s address.

Sensitive data are classified as any data containing information about orders
received by a restaurant, or about orders placed by a customer, such as: name
and quantity of ordered items, order price, and customer’s address and name. On
the other hand, public data, stored in a relational database, are freely accessible
to all users, may be updated by each restaurant and correspond to: the addresses
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and names of the restaurants, public key, the logo of each restaurant and the
restaurants’ menus containing all dishes and their corresponding prices. To store
order data, which are mostly non-sensitive and stored as plain text (e.g. the
status of the order, the time of the last update, the digital address of the customer
who did the order, the restaurant that received the order and the delivery person
who accepted the order and the delivery price), a smart contract is deployed for
each order created with FoodChain. Despite indicating the amount of requests
made by certain digital addresses, each actor may change his/her digital address,
unlinking the entire order history from the new digital address.

However, there are some data that are stored in the order that are sensi-
tive, such as the customer’s name and address, as well as the ordered items. To
maintain the privacy of these sensitive data that are kept in open and public
smart contracts, asymmetric encryption tools are adopted. To encrypt the sensi-
tive information that are necessary for each stakeholder involved, the respective
public keys are used. First, the customer encrypts the order items with the
restaurant’s public key and her/him own public key. Thus, when the order is
stored in the blockchain, customers and restaurants can decode the order with
their own private key, identify the order and accept, or not, the order. At this
point, the restaurant does not need to know the customer’s name or address.
Following this, when the customer’s order is accepted by a delivery person, the
customer encrypts his/her personal data (name and address) as well as the list
of items of the order using the delivery person’s public key. Then, the delivery
person may decrypt the data using his/her private key to have access to the
customer’s address and the requested items, and to check the order correctness.

The main feature of FoodChain is the capability to be a plug and play solution
where restaurants may create their own DApp and connect to the blockchain,
offering a personalized experience. Moreover, FoodChain is composed of three
different layers, which may be distributed over different internet nodes. In the
Data Layer, to store order data and maintain business rules, smart contracts
written in Solidity version 0.85 are hosted on the Fantom’s test network. Also,
to store the public data of restaurant menus, the PostgreSQL database in version
9.5 is used. The second layer, called Service Layer, is composed of two interfaces:
(i) a server running on Node.js that makes the communication between the
DApp and the lower layer for querying or storing public data; and (ii) Metamask,
acessible in https://metamask.io/, that is a digital wallet that shows the balance
of the user’s digital address, manages the encryption operations and connects
the decentralized application (DApp) with the lower layer through the Web3.js
library in version 1.3.5. Finally, the third layer, DApp Layer, are web applications
written in Javascript using the React.js framework in version 16.13.1.

3 The FoodChain System

FoodChain is a web based system developed according to the model design of
Sect. 2 that enables the use of smart contracts on public ledgers for managing

https://metamask.io/
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orders and taking into consideration the privacy of sensitive data. Figure 1 dis-
plays an example of an order made by a customer, how data are stored in a
smart contract and the restaurant’s orders page.

(a) The customer’s check-
out page.

(b) An example of a smart
contract’s order data.

(c) The restaurant’s or-
ders page.

Fig. 1. Ordering and accepting the order.

Figure 1a indicates that a customer is ordering a soda, a diet coke, an orange
juice and a crispy chicken Parmesan. Then, the customer uses his public key
and the restaurant’s public key to encrypt the data before confirming the trans-
action and creating a smart contract to represent the referred order. Figure 1b
shows how the order’s sensitive and non-sensitive data are stored in smart con-
tracts. The order items are encrypted with two different public keys (customer
and restaurant) and stored into two separated variables. Lastly, in Fig. 1c, the
restaurant’s manager can see all orders linked to the restaurant’s digital address.
Thus, the he/she can get more information using the restaurant’s private key to
decrypt the items details stored in the order’s smart contract. During the demo,
examples of use of FoodChain will be shown through the creation, acceptance
and delivery of orders using three distinct actors. The FoodChain modules123,
source code4 and video demonstration5 are available through the following links.

As future work, we plan to evaluate the behavior of our system prototype
with a massive quantity of users, and to conduct a post evaluation with some
restaurant’s owners, customers and couriers.
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